How I nearly MET my maker: a story of clinical futile cycles and survival.
In this series, the articles have highlighted a variety of implementation methods and uses of rapid response systems (RRSs). They have described how RRSs have been uniquely tailored to the organizations' culture and clinical environments, with largely positive results following implementation. In this article, Dr. Buist tells a somewhat different story, a highly personal one, which focuses on his own critical decompensation after surgery at his own hospital. The RRS (in this case, a medical emergency team was the efferent arm) at first successfully intervened, only to make a near-tragic error. Yet, as Dr. Buist, one of the leading proponents of RRSs worldwide, argues, the RRS-like any system-has the potential to err. He reminds us that even safety nets can require safety nets. So this story is also a cautionary tale: Just because your hospital has implemented an RRS, it does not mean (1) that the system is perfect or (2) that all preventable deaths are averted. To meet the goal of eliminating all preventable deaths in hospitals, an RRS requires continuous surveillance and adjustment. Furthermore, it must be implemented and operated in the context of the hospital's organizational culture. Although the administrative and quality improvement arms of the RRS are often underemphasized, this story exemplifies their importance--not just for RRSs but indeed for all hospital systems. The author, one of the leading proponents of rapid response systems worldwide, recounts his own close-call experience, in which he found himself in what he terms a clinical futile cycle.